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126th UN Climate Change Conference of the Parties. All information has been sourced from Impax Asset Management and the COP26 
website: https://ukcop26.org/

COP26¹ policy outcomes

Outcomes from UN negotiations were mixed:

• Ambition: agreed “to pursue efforts to limit temperature increase to 1.5°C”, updating Paris goals to reflect 
latest science

• Urgency: accelerated action needed in “this critical decade” including reducing emissions by 45%  
by 2030 

• 2030 targets: currently inadequate, to be revisited and strengthened by the end of 2022

• Fossil fuels: call for phase down of unabated coal power and phase out of inefficient subsidies

• Finance: goal for developed countries to mobilise US$100bn per year not met, adaptation finance to be 
doubled by 2025

• Carbon markets: international trading rules agreed, including creation of Sustainable Development 
Mechanism credits

However, ‘coalitions of the willing’ committed to tackling key drivers of 
climate change:

 
 
 
Supported by cross-cutting initiatives focussed on finance and innovation:  

• Glasgow Financial Alliance for Net Zero (GFANZ): commitments from 450 firms representing US$130tn  
in assets  

• Glasgow Breakthroughs: >40 countries working with industries on power, road transport, steel, hydrogen 
and agriculture

NatureTransportCoal to Clean Methane

>50 countries to 
phase out unabated 
coal power generation

>130 countries to end 
deforestation by 2030

>100 countries to cut 
methane emissions by 
30% before 2030

>30 countries and 
carmakers to stop 
selling internal 
combustion engine 
vehicles by 2040
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We believe COP26 has renewed  
confidence in an accelerated  

transition towards net zero

All information has been sourced from Impax Asset Management and the COP26 website: https://ukcop26.org/

 

COP26 investment implications

We have always believed that capital markets will be profoundly shaped by  
sustainability challenges. 
 
We believe pledges made at COP26 should accelerate investment 
opportunities and that Impax strategies are well positioned for the transition 
to net zero:

2
Hard-to-abate sectors (e.g. aviation, shipping, steel and cement) – high 
barriers to entry and the vast capital needed for investment in innovation mean 
incumbents are likely to drive a transition financed by debt, creating selective 
opportunities in fixed income

3
Energy efficiency & pollution control – products and services that enhance 
energy management and resource efficiency, and that address fugitive 
emissions, see an expanded market

4 Food and agriculture – deforestation and methane commitments raise 
scrutiny of this sector, with promising opportunities for disruptive innovation

1
Clean power – the speed and scale of power network decarbonisation is set 
to accelerate globally, providing tailwinds for renewables developers whilst 
stranding fossil fuel assets 
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This document (the “Document”) contains 
information that has been provided at the specific 
request of the intended recipient and is for 
discussion purposes only. This Document has been 
issued by Impax Asset Management (“Impax”) 
which means one of the following entities 
depending on the location of the recipient:

For recipients based outside the European 
Economic Area (the “EEA”): Impax Asset 
Management Limited (FRN 197008) and/or 
Impax Asset Management (AIFM) Limited (FRN 
613534) which are authorised and regulated by the 
Financial Conduct Authority.  

For recipients based inside the EEA: Impax Asset 
Management (Ireland) Limited which is authorised 
and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland 
(Reference No: C186651). 

The information and any opinions contained in 
this Document have been compiled in good faith, 
but no representation or warranty, express or 
implied, is made to their accuracy, completeness 
or correctness. Impax, its officers, employees, 
representatives and agents expressly advise that 
they shall not be liable in any respect whatsoever 
for any loss or damage, whether direct, indirect, 
consequential or otherwise however arising 
(whether in negligence or otherwise) out of or in 
connection with the contents of or any omissions 
from this Document. The information in the 
Document has not been independently verified 
and is subject at all times to the conditions, 
caveats and limitations described in the 
Document. All opinions, projections and estimates 
constitute the judgment of Impax as of the date of 
the Document and are subject to change without 
notice. 

This Document does not constitute an offer to 
sell, purchase, subscribe for or otherwise invest 
in units or shares of any fund managed by 
Impax. It may not be relied upon as constituting 
any form of investment advice and prospective 
investors are advised to ensure that they obtain 
appropriate independent professional advice 
before making any investment in any such fund. 
Any offering is made only pursuant to the relevant 
offering document and the relevant subscription 
application, all of which must be read in their 

entirety. Prospective investors should review the 
offering memorandum, including the risk factors in 
the offering memorandum, before making a decision 
to invest. This information is in no way indicative of 
how the strategy or any fund will perform, and is 
not intended as a statement as to the likelihood of 
Impax achieving particular results in the future. Past 
performance of a fund or strategy is no guarantee 
as to its performance in the future. This Document is 
not an advertisement and is not intended for public 
use or distribution.

This document is solely for the use of professionals, 
defined as Eligible Counterparties, Professional 
clients or Wholesale clients, within the meaning 
of the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority 
and Annex II of Directive 2014/65/EU. Under no 
circumstances should any information contained in 
this document be regarded as an offer or solicitation 
to deal in investments in any jurisdiction including, 
but not limited to, the United States of America. 
In particular, the shares of Impax Environmental 
Markets (Ireland) Fund, Impax Environmental 
Markets plc, Impax Asian Environmental Markets 
(Ireland) Fund, Impax Environmental Leaders 
(Ireland) Fund, Impax Global Opportunities Fund 
and Impax Asset Management Group plc are not 
registered under United States securities laws and, 
subject to certain limited exceptions, may not be 
offered, sold transferred or delivered in the United 
States or to US persons.

The Document is only being made available to and 
is only directed at persons who are professionals, 
defined as Eligible Counterparties, or Professional 
Clients, as defined by the applicable jurisdiction. 
Under no circumstances should any information 
contained in this Document be regarded as an 
offer or solicitation to deal in investments in any 
jurisdiction.

Impax is exempt from the requirement to hold an 
Australian financial services license by operation 
of ASIC Class Order 03/1099: UK FCA regulated 
financial service providers, as modified by ASIC 
Corporations (Repeal and Transitional) Instrument 
2016/396.


